In feature selection, the selective evaluation scheme for Ant Colony Optimization(ACO) has recently been proposed, which reduces computational load by excluding unnecessary or less promising candidate solutions from the actual evaluation. Its superiority was supported by experimental results. However the experiment seems to be not statistically sufficient since it used only one dataset. The aim of this paper is to analyze convergence characteristics of the selective evaluation scheme and to make the conclusion more convincing. We chose three datasets related to handwriting, medical, and speech domains from UCI repository whose feature set size ranges from 256 to 617. For each of them, we executed 12 independent runs in order to obtain statistically stable data. Each run was given 72 hours to observe the long-time convergence. Based on analysis of experimental data, we describe a reason for the superiority and where the scheme can be applied. 
effective method of detecting near-optimal feature sets is the feature selection, which reduces feature set size by removing useless, redundant, or less useful features [1] . The algorithms being used must be efficient in terms of computation time and effective for finding near-optimal solutions.
The ant colony optimization (ACO) is gaining popularity as a new approach to the feature selection [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some literatures provided experimental results that illustrated ACO's superiority over the conventional approaches such as sequential search and the genetic algorithm [5] . The ACO me ta-heuristic has been developed as a methodology for combinatorial optimization problems [8] . In ACO, a collection of artificial ants simulate the foraging behavior of real ants which cooperate in order to carry food from a food source to their nest. The search space of a given problem is represented as a graph, and qualities of solutions are represented by pheromones put on graph edges. The pheromone is essential information over whole process. For a general understanding of ACO for subset selection problems, we refer the readers to [9] .
An inherent difficulty of the feature selection is the high computational demand required when the problem size is large. Problem size depends on two factors, the number of features (D), and the number of samples in the training set (N). For example, it is common in handwritten numeral recognition for D to be several hundreds, and for N to be several ten thousands. In text IR (information retrieval) community, words appearing in documents comprise a feature vector [2] . So D is usually ten or hundred thousands.
In such situations, conventional algorithms may be impractical due to computational demand.
It is important to note that evaluating the fitness of solutions is the operation that dominates the time requirements of whole ACO procedure. The other operations are negligible. To avoid the cost incurred by the fitness evaluation, some methods evaluate individual features and choose the top-ranked features [2] [3] [7] , but this scheme does not perform well since it ignores correlations between features. A method which reduces the computational load without sacrificing quality of the solutions should be developed.
In ACO, pheromone information provides clues to actual fitness values. Using this information, we could approximate the actual fitness values of solutions with only a small amount of computation. Recently, based on this fact, the novel scheme called selective evaluation was proposed, which improves the convert gence and recognition performance of ACO [6] . The scheme reduces computational load by excluding unnecessary or less promising candidate solutions from the actual evaluation. Note that our scheme can be used with ACO because ACO retains valuable pheromone trail information that helps identify less promising solutions.
The superiority of the scheme was supported by experimental results. However the experiment seems to be not statistically sufficient since it used only one dataset and no convergence data was presented. The aim of this paper is to analyze convergence characte ristics of the selective evaluation scheme and make the conclusion more convincing.
We chose three datasets related to handwriting, medical, and speech domains from UCI repository whose feature set size ranges from 256 to 617 [11] . In order to obtain statistically stable data, we executed 12 independent runs for each of three datasets. Each run was given 72 hours to observe the long-time convergence. To cope with highly demanding com putational load, we used the grid machine contructed using Beowulf clustering software. The machine has 15 nodes, each of which is equipped with dual core CPUs.
In the analysis, we presented graphs which visually comprare the convergence trends of the selective We use the min-max version of ACO, where τmin and τmax are given as user-defined parameters [9] .
II. ACO for Feature Selection
The value of τij is contained with in the range [τmin,τ max]. In the initialization stage, all edges are set to the maximum value, τmax. In the algorithm, M is the number of ants. In line 3, the t-th ant walks on the graph and generates a candidate solution (feature subset) Xt. Initially Xt is empty. The ant randomly chooses a node (feature) and adds it to Xt. Then the ant successively chooses the next node xk∈Y with the probability p(xk, Xt) of Equation (1) and adds it to Xt. The equation includes two factors, the pheromone factor τ and the heuristic factor η. Parameters α and β are weighting coefficients.
The τ(xk,Xt) value is computed based on the current pheromone in formation deposited on the graph. This is defined by Equation (2). [ Figure 1] illustrates an example of computation of (2) where The heuristic factor η(xk, Xt) should be designed using a heuristic rule specific to the feature selection problem. This paper uses the null η scheme which has been proposed in [10] . It simply ignores the η factor by letting α and β to be 1 and 0, respectively.
The scheme is viable since the other factor τ considers sufficiently the correlations between features.
We use elitism in which only the best solutions, 
III. ACO with selective evaluation
The aim of this section is to devise an improved version of the algorithm Nonselective-ACO. Here we describe the selective evaluation scheme [6] . The IV. Convergence characteristics and discussions
Experimental setup and results
All experiments were performed using the [ Table 2 ] compares the recognition accuracies for
Nonselective-ACO and Selective-ACO. For an objective comparison, we ran ACO 12 times independently, and the average, minimum, and maximum were recorded in [ Table 2 ]. [ Table 2] illustrates that selective ACO produced better solutions than nonselective ACO in terms of both the average and maximum accuracies. As an example, for Isolet, selective ACO increased the average and maximum accuracies by 0.08% and 0.13%, respectively.
Though the gap is small, we believe that it is meaningful because the data was obtained from 12 independent runs. For Arrhythmia, the selective ACO increased the average and maximum accuracies by 0.57% and 0.66%, respectively. 
Discussions
Why is the selective evaluation scheme advanta geous? The scheme can use more generations than the non-selective version under the same timing budget because it evaluates less solutions per gen eration. This gives the scheme more chance to find out better solutions. As another reason, we argue that the selective evaluation has a stronger exploration force since it sometimes happens to miss the true best solutions in the pre-evaluation stage. In that case, the chosen solution which is not elite may perturb the graph state t o explore the search space more broadly.
Putting these two arguments in one statement, we conjecture that the selective evaluation scheme performs better by searching the space more broadly for a longertime.
Is the selective evaluation scheme applicable to other problems rather than the feature selection? The scheme is generic since it can be embedded in any ACO procedure. In terms of efficacy, It is useful only for the problems which the fitness evaluation of solutions is demanding. Typical example is the feature selection which this paper uses as test-bed problem. Other examples include prototype selection problem which tries to find out the optimal subsets of prototypes for the k-nearest neighbor classifier, and neural network optimization which attempts to find out the optimal network architecture. On the contrary, traveling salesperson problem benefits nothing from the selective evaluation scheme because fitness evaluation is a computation of path length which is a trivial calculation.
V. Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to analyze convergence characteristics of the selective evaluation scheme and make the conclusion more convincing. Experiments using datasets from diverse application areas and statistically stable observations was designed and performed. The analysis made the conclusions more convincing. The scheme will be useful for the problems and situations where the time budget is limited or ACO is impractical due to a large problem size.
We have presented an intuitive explanation why the scheme is advantageous. In the future, it would be worthwhile developing a mathematically rigorous theory which explains the reason. 
